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NOTE: This is a “work in progress” – I certainly don’t have the expertise or experience of Larry – so
learning while I go here…..
1. Ensure that computers connecting to the Ubiquity AREDN network have a valid default route to the
mesh network, so that they can reach other computers on the private network. This is done by proper
configuration of the MESH Ubiquity setup – it must NOT disable the “default route”. I also have
mine set so that they are a MESH GATEWAY, which may mean that they participate in forwarding
packets, but I really don’t know that for sure.

2. I cannot be certain (yet) whether PING packets (which use ICMP protocol) must be accepted , but it
certainly makes TESTING of the system a ton easier!!!
Windows 10 Machine:
Settings / Get to the WINDOWS DEFENDER FIREWALL (the only one I use, and therefore the only
one I can explain here)
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Click on Advanced Settings (left hand column)
We will have to adjust both INBOUND rules and OUTBOUND rules. Click on Inbound rules first.
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Scroll down the list to
File and Printer Sharing (Echo Request – ICMP-v4 In)
Enable that both for domain and for private networks. (I think you click on it, and then ENABLE
RULE in the right hand column, for each)
Repeat by going to OUTBOUND RULES and enable File and Printer Sharing ( Echo Request ICMPv4 Out) for both Domain and Private networks.
4. I also made the ping.exe program able to communicate through the firewall:
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If you dont have ping.exe or telent on your computer, this is a Windows “feature” that has to be
installed; I also recommend loading putty.exe. I also enabled TCP/IP Ping (a separate entry) for
passing through the firewall.
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Putty.exe can be found by googling for it.
5. I also had to be certain that the
ARRL Field Day Contest Log
was on the approved list of applications to be allowed through the firewall – this requires clicking the
CHANGE button up to the right, and then selecting (different from the usual user interface)
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6. After I did all the above, when I went to N3FJP Setup / Networks and entered in the IP number of
the computer that I had picked to do the logging, all went well. Recognize that I’m a newbie at this, so
more information may turn up.

Setting up the LOGGING COMPUTER:
I haven’t gotten all of this figured out yet.
1.
it seems to take about 10-15 seconds to make connections when you turn on the computers
2.
Setting up the logging computer seems to work better when you enter its NAME on the actual
computer, rather than the IP number – but other user stations seem to connect fine via the ip number.
3.
I clicked the button on the actual server computer “Set Msg Server to Log File Host” I don’t
know exactly what that does…
4.
On all computers, I clicked on Enable Status/Chat functions
5.
On all computers, I clicked on TCP
It works over the mesh.
You can click the “network” menu item and see the connected computers and messages etc.
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